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(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. In this paper we define the concept of a conditional analytic Feyn-

man integral of a function F on an abstract Wiener space B given a function

X and then establish the existence of the conditional Feynman integral for all

functions in the Fresnel class on B . We also use the conditional Feynman

integral to provide a fundamental solution to the Schrödinger equation.

1. Introduction

Let H be a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner prod-

uct (•, •) and norm | • |. Let || • || be a measurable norm on H with respect

to the Gauss measure m on H (see [12]). It is shown [12] that || • || is weaker

than | • | on H. Let B denote the completion of H with respect to 11 • 11.

Let i denote the natural injection from H into B. The adjoint /* of / is

one-to-one and maps B* continuously onto a dense subset of H*. Thus we

have a triple B* C H = H* c B and (x, y) = (x, y) for ail x in H and y

in B*, where (•, •) denotes the natural dual pairing between B and B*. By

a well-known result of Gross, m o r has a unique countably-additive exten-

sion v to the Borel c-algebra ¿%(B) of B. The triple (H, B, v) is called an

abstract Wiener space. For more details, see [7, 12]. Let R" and C denote an

«-dimensional Euclidean space and the complex numbers, respectively.

Let (C[0,t], &(C[0,t]), mj denote Wiener space, that is, C[0, i] de-

notes the Banach space {x(-): x is a real-valued continuous function with

x(0) = 0} with the supremum norm and mw denotes the Wiener measure

on the Borel a-algebra ^(C[0, t]) of C[0, t] (see [12]). Let C'[0, t] = {xe

C[0, t]: x(s) = /J f(u)du, f e L2[0, i]} . Then it is a real separable infinite-

dimensional Hilbert space with inner product (xx, x2) = /0' Dxx (t) • Dx2(t) dx,

where Dx — dx/dx. As is known, (C[0, t], C'[0, t], mw) is an example of

abstract Wiener spaces (see [12]).
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Let {e\ ; j > 1} be a complete orthonormal set in H such that e; 's are in

B*. For each h e H and x £ B , let

¡lim T]"_, (h, eMe,, x),    if the limit exists ;

0, otherwise .

Then for each «(^ 0) in H, (h, -)~ is a Gaussian random variable on B

with mean zero, variance \h\ ; also and (h, x) is essentially independent

of the choice of the complete orthonormal set used in its definition, and fur-

ther, (h, Xx)~ = (Xh, x)~ = X(h, x)~ for all X > 0. It is well known that

if {hx, h2, ... , hn} is an orthogonal set in H, then the random variables

(hj, x)~ 's are independent and that if B = C[0, T], H = C'[0, T], then

(h,x)~= /  Dh(s)dx(s),
Jo

where fgDh(s)dx(s) is the Paley-Wiener-Zygmund integral of Dh .

Let M(H) be the class of all C-valued Borel measures on H with bounded

variation. Let SF(H) be the class of all functions / on H of the form

;i.l) f(hx)= f ei{h'h^da(h)
Jh

for some a 6 M(H). Ü~(H) is the Fresnel class of Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn

[1]. It is known [10, 11] that each function of the form (1.1) can be extended

to B uniquely by

1.2) F(x)= [ ei{h'xrdo(h).
Jh

Given two C-valued measurable functions F and G on B, F is said to

be equal to G s-almost surely (s-a.s.) if for each a > 0, v{x e B: F (ax) ^

G(ax)} = 0 (for more detail, see [3]). For a measurable function F on B , let

[F] denote the equivalence class of functionals which are equal to F s-a.s. The

class of equivalence classes defined by

&{B) = i[F]: F(x) = Í ei{h'xrdcr(h),  a G M(H)\

is called the Fresnel class of functions on B. It is known [10] that y (B)

forms a Banach algebra over the complex field and that &~(H) and £F(B)

are isometrically isomorphic (see [8, 10]). As is customary, we will identify a

function with its s-equivalence class and think of H~(B) as a class of functions

on B rather than as a class of equivalence classes.

Let F be a C-valued measurable function on B such that the integral

J(X) = / F(X~1/2x) du(x)
Jb

exists as a finite number for all X > 0. If there exists a function J*(X), analytic

in X on C+ = {X e C: ReX > 0} such that J*(X) = J(X) for all X > 0, then
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J* (X) is defined to be the analytic Wiener integral of F over B with parameter

X, and for X&C+ we write

E—^F) = J*(X).

Let q # 0 be a real number and let F be a C-valued measurable function

such that E*nvix(F) exists for all X € C+ . If the following limit exists, we call

it the analytic Feynman integral of F over B with parameter q and we write

E*n{«(F)=   lim Eanw>(F),

X—*-iq

where X approaches - iq through C+.

It is shown in [10, Theorem 3.1] that for F given by (1.2)

Ea™>(F) = J exp {-¿l«|2} da(h),        X e C+

and

(1.3) E*ni«(F) = j^xp^-^lhl2} de(h)

for each real <,' ̂ 0.

Let X be an R"-valued measurable function and Y a C-valued integrable

function on (B, ¿%(B), v). Let a(X) denote the a -algebra generated by X.

Then by the definition of conditional expectation, the conditional expectation of

Y given a(X), written E(Y\X), is any Revalued <7(X)-measurable function

on B such that

f Ydv= Í E(Y\X)dv   for Eea (X).

It is well known that there exists a Borel measurable and Px-integrable function

V on (R" , 38(Rn), Px) such that E(Y\X) = y/oX, where âê(Rn) denotes the

Borel a -algebra of R" and Px is the probability distribution of X defined by

PX(A) = v(X~l(A)) for A e â§(A\n). The function if/(cf), <f e R" is unique

up to Borel null sets in R" . Following Yeh [13] the function y/(£,), written

E(Y\X)(cl), is called the conditional abstract Wiener integral of Y given X

(see [4]).

In this paper we define the concept of a conditional analytic Feynman inte-

gral of a function F on B given an R"-valued function, and then for a certain

choice of X, we establish the existence of the conditional analytic Feynman

integral for all functions F in the Banach algebra ^(B). We also use the con-

ditional analytic Feynman integral over B to provide a fundamental solution

to the Schrödinger equation.

An attempt to provide via Feynman integral a fundamental solution to the

Schrödinger equation was undertaken by Gelfand and Yaglom in J. Math. Phys.

1 (1960), 48-69. Unfortunately their work contains (on p. 58) a rather major

error as pointed out by Cameron in J. Math. Phys. 39 (1960), 126-141. The

author thanks the referee for calling his attention to the Gelfand-Yaglom paper.
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We have studied here only the conditional Feynman integrals for the Fresnel

class of functions on B. The conditional Feynman integral of functions for

unbounded potentials will appear in a subsequent paper.

2. Conditional analytic Feynman integrals on B

We begin with the definition of the conditional analytic Feynman integral of

a function F on B given a function X (see [5, 6]).

Definition 1. Let X be an R"-valued measurable function on B and let F be

a C-valued measurable function on B such that the integral

/.
F(X l/2x)du(x)

>B

exists as a finite number for all X > 0. For X > 0 let

J,(if) = E(F(X-l/2-)\X(X-l/2-))(if)

denote the conditional abstract Wiener integral of F(X~ •) given X(X~ •).

If for a.e. tf e R" , there exists a function Jx(rf), analytic in X on C+ such that

J^(rf) — Jx(ff) for all X > 0, then J*x is defined to be the conditional analytic

Wiener integral of F over B given X with parameter X and for X e C+ we

write

E™>(F\X)(rj) = J¡(rf).

If for fixed real q 7¿ 0, the limit

lim  E^(F\X)(f¡)
X—>-iq

exists for a.e. ff e R" where X approaches -iq through C+, then we will

denote the value of this limit by Ean "(F\X) and call it the conditional analytic

Feynman integral of F over B given X with parameter q.

Remark 1. The notation E*nv/í(F\X) does not mean "conditional expectation

with respect to a probability measure" but rather an extension of such a condi-

tional expectation.

We now consider conditioning functions on B of the form

(2.1) X(x) = ((gx,x)~, (g2,x)~, ... , (g„,x)~),

where {gx, g2, ■■■ , gn} is an orthonormal subset of H, and then establish

the existence of the conditional Feynman integral for all F in &~(B) given a

conditioning function X of the form (2.1). We note that if h is in H, then

(2.2) *(*)««*,,*), <*2,A>,..., {*„,*))•

Theorem 1. Let F eSr(B) be given by (1.2), and let X(x) be as in (2.1). Then

for all X e C+, the conditional analytic Wiener integral over B, Eanvix(F\X)

exists and for all rj e R" is given by the formula

(2.3) E™x(F\X)(tJ) = ^expi[-±(\h\2-\X(h)\2) + i(X(h),ri)} dcr(h),
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where X(h) is as in (2.2). Furthermore the conditional analytic Feynman inte-

gral Ean "(F\X) exists for all q / 0 and for all ff £ R" ¿j given by the formula

(2.4)     Emi<(F\X)(rj) = j^txp {-¿P|2 - \X(h)\2) + i(X(h), if)} da(h).

Proof. Let h £ H be fixed. Then h can be written as

n

k = £(*) ' *)*/ + P '       Pe[«pÍ2. i,]"1 '

where [A]    denotes the orthogonal complement of the subspace of H spanned

by A . Thus we have

exp{i(h, x)~} = expl i^2(gj, h)(gj,xf \ exp{i(p, x)~}.

Therefore we have

E(F(X'X,2-)\X(X~112-)) = e(( exp{i(h, X~l,2xf}da(h)\X(X~l/2-

f E(exp{i(h,X x'2x)~}\X(X~xl2-))do(h)
JH

= J^«P I'D*/. *>(*/.x-l,2xy

xE(exp{i(p,X l/2x)~}\X(X l,2-))da(h).

But (gj, x)~'s and (p, x)~ are independent, so that

E(exp{iX-l/2(p,xr}\X(X-l/2-)) = E(exp{iX-l/2(p,xf}).

Since E(exp{iX  l/2(p, x)~}) = exp{—(l/2A)|p|2} , it follows that

(2.5)

E[F(X  l,2-)\X(X  1/2-)](rf)

= JHexp{i(X(h),f¡)}expí[~(\h\2-\X(h)\2)}da(h).

But \h\2 - \X(h)\2 > 0 for all h £ H. Hence since a £ M(H), the right-hand

side of (2.5) is an analytic function of X throughout C+ and is continuous of

X for ReA > 0, X # 0. Hence we establish the equations (2.3) and (2.4) as

desired.

Example. Let B = C[0, t] and H = C'[0, t]. Let us fix a partition {0 = t0 <

tx<--. <tn = t) of [0, t] and let g¡ £ C'[0, t] be defined by

-1/2   fs
gAs) = (tj-t:_x)       /   1,,     n(u)du,       j=\,...,n.

Jo     >~   '
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Then {gx, g2, ... , gn} is an orthonormal set in C'[0, t] and

,2
\X(h)\ ¿>/ ' ^2 = ¿ ; -\    r *>*(*)dj for a11 A e c'[°>']•

/=! /=! V      V-l ■'0-1

We note that for xeQO.i], ((*(*,), x(t2), ... , x(tn)) = {t¡1, ri2,..., tjH) if

and only if {gj,x)~ = (^-^.i)-172^-^.,) for all /'= 1, 2, ... , «, where

>/0 = 0.

Let er be a C-valued Borel measure on I [0, t] with bounded variation. If

F is given by

(2.6) F(x)= exp{i     v(s)dx(s)} da(v)   s-a.s. x
JL2[0,t] Jo

(see [2]), then using Theorem 1, we obtain

(2.7)

E™í«[F\X = (x(tx),...,x(tn))]((rlx,...,r¡n))

=L,tr{-Tq [£mf*-£tph¿ {Cxv{s)ds)

+ iyTllZliz± f'J v(s)ds\da(v).
fah-h-x 4-,        J

In our next theorem, we need the following summation procedure (see [9],

p. 340):

(2.8) j^mdf¡=lim ^/(^expj-^W

whenever the expression on the right exists. Of course if / e L (Rn ), it is clear

using the dominated convergence theorem that

J f(r¡)dr¡ = J J(rf)drj.
R"

Theorem 2. Let F and X be as in Theorem 1. Then for all X £ C+

(2-9) /R„(¿)'!/2exp{-5k12}£anWi(JFm(^^ = ^an^(F)

and for all real q ^ 0,

(2.10) J^n(^)n/\xP[^\if\2}^{F\Xmdfi=E^(F).
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Proof. We will establish equation (2.10); the proof of (2.9) is similar, but

easier since the summation procedure is not needed. Let q ^ 0 be given. Then

using (2.8), (2.4), the Fubini Theorem, and (1.3) we obtain

7,(¿rH>f}£,nr-™ww

xjexpi~(\h\2-\X(h)\2) + i(X(h),ri)\ da(h)df}

x j exp j-1 (^—f1) \r(\  + i(X(h), ffi } dffda(h)

(   2nA   \n/2       J     A\X(h)\2 \  ,   ...
*\T^ATq)     ^{-W^Alq-))d°W

= ^exp|-^(|/i|2-|^)|2)Jexp|-^|X(/z)|2| da(h)

= /wexp{-^|/2|2} da(h) = E^(F).

3. An APPLICATION

In this section we use the conditional analytic Feynman integral to provide

a fundamental solution to the Schrödinger equation.

Theorem 3. Let F and X be as in Theorem 1. Let y/ be given by

(3.1) v(r¡) = [ exp{i(y, if)} d<¡>(y),
/r"

where 4> is a complex Borel measure on R" with bounded variation. For (t,if)£

(0,oo)xR", let

G(x) = Gltij(x) = F(x)w(X(x) + rf).

Then for all q ^ 0 we have that

Y(t,rJ,q)=E^(G)

(3.2) = j^i^±-{\hf _\X(h)\2)

x [ exp{i(rj,y)-±-\X(h)+y\2}d<t>(y)]d°(h).
jRn 2q
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In addition we have the alternative expression

(3.3)     E-\G) = ]e"*<(F\X)(S- ff) (¿¿Y'2 exp { ̂ %j! j ^ dL
R" ^ '

where Ean "(F\X)(-) is given by formula (2.4).

Proof. Since PX{.)+i¡(dC) = (2;r)~"/2exp {-|<f- rj\2/2} </<f, by [13, Lemma 1]

it follows that

J(X) = [ G(X~l/2x)dv(x)
Jb

= [ F(X~1/2x)y/(X(X~l/2x) + ff)du(x)
Jb

= ^E(F(X-^2.)\X(X-l'2.))^-f}MÍ) (¿)"/2exp{-^i^} dl

for all X > 0. Then using Theorem 1 and Morera's Theorem, we obtain that

(3.4)    E^(G) = JRnE™>(F\X)(cl- ff) (¿^exp L^t \ V&dcf

for all X £ C+ . Next we substitute for E*™x(F\X)(C-rj) and y/(cf) in (3.4) us-

ing (2.3) and (3.1), use the Fubini Theorem and then carry out the integration

with respect to £ and obtain the formula

E^(G)

(3.5)
= /ff[exp{-¿(|A|2-TO)|2)}

x jn cxp{i(ff, y) - l\X(h)+y\2} dcj>(y)da(h)

^+
for all X £ C   . Next we note that the right-hand side of (3.5) is continuous in

X for ReX > 0, X / 0 and hence Ean{"(G) exists and is given by (3.2).

To obtain the alternative expression (3.3), we use (2.8), (2.4), the domi-
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nated convergence theorem, and (3.2) :

= }™i E^(F\m- ff) (¿/2exp {§|i - ,f - ¿ff} „(Ö tf

»Jim/   f^expl-^dAl'-WAjh + iW^.i-^Ji/ffiA)

#x (¿7)"/2exp {yi« - *2 - u^)L™mL mm

-aJC[¿^^¿^,2-,x(*)|a)-'w*)•*>}(5ï),,/,

x ̂  exp{/(*(A), <f)} + ^|i - ?/|2 - ¿|<f|2 + í(í, j>»rf^(J0| da(h)

= AÁ [£exp{-Tq^2 - ^)l2) - '<*<*>• *>+ T^} (¿l)"'2

■(1~^g)|l'|2 + i<AT(A) - ?^+j?, {) J ¿¿] ¿</>(y)] ¿a(A)x [Lex

Jim jf   exp {-¿(|A|2 - |X(A)|2) - i(X(h), if) + ̂ |tf|2}

A\X(h)-qfj + y\¿

X\2ni)      \\-Aiq)     L ** \ 2(1 - Aiq)
d4>(y)da(h)

|A|2-|x(A)|2)|

f,y)-±\X(h) + y\2}dcP(y) do(h) = E™f«(G).

Remark2. Let H(t, ff, q) = Ean{<(F\X)(-ff)(2jn)n/2 exp{%\tf\2}. Then we note

that equation (3.3) may be written as T(t, f\, q) = H(t, (•), q) * y/(ff) where

* denotes convolution. If we specialize Theorem 3 to Wiener space C[0, t],

then we see from the example from § 1 that

Íiq ^ ('// _ fi-l) „anf  . _, „w     -,
y 2^    ¡: _{-}E   *{F\X){-ri),

where Eanf«(F\X)(-) is as in (2.7). By the results of [1, Theorem 3.1], and [8],

(3.3) shows that H(t, tf, q) with q = m/h is a fundamental solution to the

Schrödinger equation:

m%=-LAr+v^r- no, ¡h-mW,
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where A is the Laplacian on R", ñ = h/2n, h is Planck's constant,  F is a

real-valued function of the form (3.1), and i// is as in (3.1) with y/£ L (Rn).
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